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USA Cycling Insurance Policy at a Glance 
We all love the speed, drama and excitement of bike racing. Our sport, however, has inherent risks and 
accidents will happen. As a non-profit, member-serving organization with the mission to grow competitive 
cycling in America, USA Cycling is committed to taking that risk seriously and doing everything we can to cost-
effectively protect our members.  

One of the most powerful tools we use to manage risk is our insurance policy. For years, we have been utilizing 
the pro bono services of one of the world’s leading sport insurance agents, Willis, to carefully engineer cost-
effective and comprehensive insurance coverage for USA Cycling sanctioned events, which fully protects the 
event promoter, racers and the entire community involved in the event. With more than a decade of experience 
working with Willis, we have scrutinized and amended our insurance contracts over and over through the years 
based on hundreds of accident claims to develop what we feel is unequivocally the best insurance coverage 
available for cycling events. Our insurance is not an untested, start-up policy which may have gaps in coverage 
due to unexpected eventualities. Our insurance is not designed to only meet the minimum requirements of 
municipalities, regardless of exclusions. Nor is our insurance more than needed or over-priced. Our insurance 
policy is fit-for-purpose and very well priced, and simply cannot be matched. 

Three key reasons why USA Cycling’s policy is best in class: 

1. Comprehensive liability coverage without significant gaps. It takes a community to put on a great 
event, and all members of that community should be protected. Our policy not only covers the event 
organizer, but also event employees, volunteers, and USAC licensed participants, including racers, 
vehicle drivers1, officials and others. Surprisingly, most other policies we have seen being used by 
events not sanctioning with USA Cycling do not cover paid officials or even participants themselves if 
they are sued (That’s right – a racer involved in an accident deemed to be their fault would have no 
liability coverage from the event in such cases and could be personally liable.). USA Cycling’s policy not 
only provides general and professional liability coverage for officials, but also liability coverage for 
USAC licensed participants. This level of coverage is quite difficult to attain and uncommon – but we 
feel essential. 

2. Unbeatable value.  Insurance is not a commodity – it simply cannot be purchased on price alone. 
Insurance is a legal contract with pages and pages of exclusions, exceptions and “no coverage” clauses. 
The more exclusions an insurance carrier can put in its policy, the cheaper it can be. If an event 
promoter simply buys the cheapest available, he or she is almost certainly accepting significant 
exclusions, which may be negating the entire point of purchasing insurance in the first place. USA 
Cycling has been working with some of the world’s leading insurance experts for years to develop a 
very comprehensive policy without unacceptable exclusions. And with the buying power of more than 
600,000 racer days each year and the leverage of the world’s leading sports insurance agent, we are 
able to negotiate an unbeatable rate for this necessary coverage. We are extremely confident that no 
one can attain the same level of coverage for the same price. 

3. Sufficient, but not excessive, liability limits. Liability insurance protects promoters and their business if 
they are held legally liable for an accident in their event. The average cost of a liability claim at bike 
races is more than $600,000 with some claims reaching into the multi-millions. With such high claims, 
there are several layers of risk with the liability limits that all insurance policies have – the risk of a 
single claim exceeding the liability cap, the risk of multiple claims at an event exceeding the aggregate 
liability cap and the risk of all the claims against an insurance policy – even those from events not 
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 Coverage is optional and only vehicles and drivers approved and scheduled are covered. 

http://www.willis.com/client_solutions/industries/sports_entertainment/
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affiliated with the insured event – exceeding the insurance policy’s aggregate liability cap. To be clear, 
a liability limit can often be dictated by what happens at other events covered by an insurance policy 
that a promoter has no knowledge of at all. If an insurance policy pays out claims at other events that 
hits or exceeds the policy’s liability cap, there is no coverage left for the other events on the policy. 
USA Cycling spends significant time determining the right levels of liability coverage based on a long 
history of claims, enabling it to have sufficient coverage without over-paying for unnecessary limits. 
Our policy has $1 million per occurrence, $3 million total per event and $10 million per policy 
aggregate with an option to purchase an additional $4 million in coverage, increasing the limits to $5 
million per occurrence, $7 million per event and $14 million policy aggregate. We believe a promoter is 
taking a significant risk by accepting anything below these amounts.   

Please click here for a greater explanation of 2015 coverage details. 2016 details will be posted on 
USACycling.org soon. 

A few misconceptions about USA Cycling’s approach to risk management: 

 “USA Cycling uses insurance as a way to profit off the cycling community.” There was a time when 
USA Cycling took in more revenue from race day surcharges than it paid in insurance premiums, 
though most of that “profit” was eaten up by other costs associated with insurance besides just 
premiums, including third party administrator fees, insurance certificate issuance costs, deductibles, 
legal costs and corporate overhead. However, our insurance and claim costs have increased faster than 
we have increased our insurance surcharges and fees. Next year we are projecting racer surcharge 
revenue may not even cover our direct insurance costs, so there will be no direct or indirect “profit” 
whatsoever. To be clear, USA Cycling is expecting to collect in insurance surcharges and fees only what 
is required to provide insurance and pay claim deductibles – we pass through direct costs only and no 
more at all.  

 “You can buy just as good insurance cheaper elsewhere.” Again, we believe unequivocally we have 
developed the best insurance policy at the cheapest price. Whenever we hear about cheaper 
insurance, we immediately research it.  In every case that we have examined these alternatives, we 
find significant (if not shocking) gaps in coverage. The most common gaps created by seeking low cost 
alternatives are ‘spectator only’ coverage with no coverage for suits brought by participants, race 
vehicles being uncovered even when hired/non-owned auto coverage is purchased, liability coverage 
limits so low that promoters and participants are at tremendous risk, and the absence of official and 
racer liability coverage. These gaps put the cycling community at risk, and in some cases negate the 
very point of insurance – to protect promoters and participants from liability in the case of catastrophic 
events. So yes, there may be cheaper products available, but they are not “just as good.” 

 “USA Cycling’s insurance is overly protective.” As discussed, USA Cycling’s insurance policy has been 
carefully engineered through the years to ensure that it has no significant gaps in coverage while still 
being as inexpensive to our community as possible. We will not accept exclusions which put our 
community at risk, but we work relentlessly to do so as cheaply as possible. One of the drivers of 
overall cost is our liability limits, and we have set those as the minimum necessary based on our 
significant claim history. We strongly feel that lowering those would not be in the best interest of our 
community, nor would increasing them be necessary. We think we have carefully crafted a policy, 
which is the minimum required – and no more – to minimize insurance costs. 

Insurance coverage is a complex, intimidating topic. Most event directors and participants have little interest in 
becoming insurance experts and reading pages of contracts and legalese. But that is where USA Cycling comes 
in—we have done that work for our community. Our objective is to provide the right level of coverage at the 
absolute best possible price. We strongly believe we have done exactly that. 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/USACWeb/forms/EventInsurance.pdf
http://www.usacycling.org/

